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From: Dorothy Barclay 
Sent: Thursday, 30 November 2023 4:54 PM
To: LA Committee - PTCS
Cc: Dorothy Barclay; 
Subject: FW: PTCS - Territory Plan Inquiry - Forrest Hotel further request to appear at the 

public hearing

 
 
This is our second a empt, we uploaded in error earlier before we completed the document! 
 

From: Dorothy Barclay  
Sent: Thursday, November 30, 2023 4:32 PM 
To: 'LA Committee - PTCS' <LACommitteePTCS@parliament.act.gov.au> 
Cc:  
Subject: RE: TCS - Territory Plan Inquiry - Forrest Hotel further request to appear at the public hearing 
 
Hi Adam, 
 
Thankyou for the opportunity to address the commi ee and to provide a wri en elabora on of our concerns.  We 
apologise for the forma ng of this response as we only had this a ernoon in which to respond. 
 
Territory Plan showing pedestrian laneway through what is now private proper es whereas there is a perfectly 
good pedestrian laneway through the sec on already. 
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Our submission is predicated on four factors: 
 

1. The poten al laneway reloca on is a substan ve issue in terms of high quality resident centred urban 
design. The reasons can be read into the submission below. 

2. The process of a dra  strategy followed by formal publica on is an excellent one but whereas a similar 
situa on at Deakin was resolved through this process with the exis ng laneway recognised in the new Plan, 
in the Forrest Sec on 19 case, there is no recogni on of the exis ng laneway in the Plan documents yet the 
poten al for a new laneway through various blocks remains. We consider the Commi ee stage a suitable 

me to address this apparent oversight. 
3. The current Plan detail is not in keeping with local community sen ment and we have personal 

communica on with the chair of the Forrest Residents Associa on indica ng their considera on that the 
exis ng pedestrian is a “rite of passage” pardon their pun.  

4. We request the Territory Plan be adjusted through a technical varia on to delete the poten al to inves gate 
a laneway when an excellent laneway already serves the community and the poten al for a new laneway 
shown on the dra  plan is fully met by the current laneway. 

 
Relevant extracts from our original submissions are cut and pasted below for ease of reading. 
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From our earlier submission: 
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Our response to the Dra  District Strategy. 
Firstly, it is noted that the Key principles are put forward to guide future planning and that they are conceptual only 

at this stage, put forward as early ideas for discussion. We note that there are numerous inaccuracies in the 

conceptual presenta on, par cularly in rela on to exis ng driveway crossovers. For example, not all exis ng 

crossovers to Block 6 are shown and no driveway entry to Block 12 is shown at all. The inclusion of all driveway 

crossovers is important for CZ5 zoning to give planners and designers the best chance to design for all vehicles to 

enter and exit the site in a forward direc on, for pedestrian safety above all other factors.  
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We request these inaccuracies be noted and corrected in future Strategic Plans and any inclusions in The Territory 

Plan. 

 

Secondly it is noted that Sec on 19 Forrest has rightly been described as an area with a range of zones, that 

supports a diverse mix of uses including the Canberra Bowling Club, Forrest Tennis Club, Free Serbian Orthodox 

Church, Forrest Hotel, apartment buildings and the site of the former Italo-Australian Club. This also means that 

there is a diverse range of land ownership, and to presume that development might occur in a manner that is freely 

or easily controllable does not acknowledge this. This will be discussed in more detail later in this submission, 

par cularly in rela on to principle #1. 

 

It is proposed within the Dra  Strategy that the currently zoned RZ1 and CZ6 blocks could be rezoned to a CZ5 

Mixed Use zoning. Given the loca on and mix of surrounding uses it would seem that the proposed CZ5 Mixed Use 

zone would be an ideal fit, and far more appropriate to both the exis ng and possible future uses of the land and 

seems to be very sensible planning. The current situa on with a single sec on of development containing a total of 

five (5) different land use zones, although manageable with proper planning, may seem ad hoc and has the poten al 

to invite conflict between users when this is not necessary. The CZ5 Mixed Use zone would allow current uses to 

remain for the term of their natural life whilst applying a zone that would more appropriately address the desired 

long-term character of the locality. 

 
The Dra  District Strategy also iden fies four (4) key principles for future development of the blocks. 

 

Principle 1. 

The first of these is for the provision of a publicly accessible pedestrian path between Dominion Circuit and Na onal 

Circuit. We refer to Figure 38 (above) from page 118 of the Dra  Strategy. A possible linkage (labelled 1) is shown 

traversing the sec on, along the western boundary of Block 11 and con nuing through the middle of Block 6.  

 

We suggest that this link, as proposed by Principle 1 of the District Strategy, would serve very few people in rela on 

to Sec on 19 and people living in the surrounding sec ons. This is based on des na on poten al, now and into the 

future, both north and south of Sec on 19. 

 

For example, north of Sec on 19 is the school and oval, plus the Jewish cultural centre. South of Sec on 19 is the 

Manuka shops. There is also the green space of Manuka Oval, the linear Telopea Park and Arthur Circle. We suggest 

that the exis ng network of pedestrian pathways is very suitable and that the current neighbourhood does not 

require addi onal links to support an increased popula on. 

 

There is an exis ng walkway leading to the local school and two bus stops as shown in the Ac on bus map extract 

below. The publicly available pathway linkage connects Na onal Circuit and Dominion Circuit (described as Block 10 
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Sec on 19) that lies between the Canberra Bowling Club and Forrest Tennis Club. This land is under the 

custodianship of City Presenta on.  

 

 
 

The distance between this exis ng walkway and Franklin Street to the east is 272 metres which exceeds the 180m 

desired by the strategy (as per the figure below and from page 140), however the proposed addi onal pedestrian 

connec on does not connect to any exis ng transverse streets as shown in the Strategy illustra on. Whereas the 

exis ng pathway connects pedestrians from Dominion Circuit and Arthur Circle to the school, the bus stops and the 

open oval opposite. We propose that Walter Burley Griffin got it right in their progressive refinements of their 

Canberra plan, and that the exis ng street and pathway arrangements around Sec on 19 neither discourage people 

from neighbourhood walking and offers sufficient useful connec ons to the public transport network. 
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We note that the 1913 Griffin plan extended Bougainville Street through to Dominion Circuit but by the 1927 version 

it was truncated to stop at Empire Circuit and straightened to lead straight to the Manuka shops. (refer to the figure 

below – following page) 

 

 

Comparison of the 1913, current and 1927 Griffin plans. 

 

In light of the mooted CZ5 designa on for Sec on 19 and increased popula on supported by that change, we 

consider a be er response would be to not subsume parts of Blocks 6 and 11 in Sec on 19 to a new pathway 

connec on, but rather to give them more direct access to the Manuka shops by affording a pedestrian connec on 

through Sec on 20. We refer to the below figure from page 140 of the District Strategy which suggests urban 

improvement by adding pedestrian connec ons to link to exis ng streets. This suggested new link through Sec on 
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20 would allow the original Burley Griffin plan to be er serve this growing city. Or perhaps it is be er to leave the 

status quo in rela on to pedestrian walkways and roads. 

We note that the mooted CZ5 zoning of Sec on 19 may increase the number of residents, although it must also be 

noted that as the motel on Block 11 and the apartments on Blocks 5 and 6 already host a substan al popula on of 

people and do not necessarily require redevelopment: Sustainability in the built environment can be achieved in 

many ways and one of them is to retain exis ng building stock where it meets current and future needs. We suggest 

that while rezoning offers a rac ve poten al for development, modern residences tend to be double the size of 

those built in the 1960s, such as the Albany and Blandford apartments on Blocks 5 and 6, and with current setback 

and carparking requirements, only a modest increase in actual popula on carrying capacity may be achieved.  To 

demolish and rebuilt or not, that is a sensible ques on that the property owners must ask as part of their own 

return on investment calcula ons.  

Therefore redevelopment may not be necessary to achieve the aims of the Territory Plan, although the opportunity 

to be able to redevelop as a carefully considered right rather than the current proponent driven request system is a 

useful tool in the development toolbox for both planners and residents. 

We also believe that a pathway on this alignment is not prac cal in the sense that to achieve a pathway along the 

indicated alignment would require the development of three separately owned parcels of land to occur in unison 

which is extremely unlikely. To propose to obtain access to land in an ad hoc manner, for future development of a 

pathway once all land came under the control of the ACT Government is fraught with risks and may not occur for a 

very long me as it is predicated on future development occurring. This could result in the government being le  



with ownership and management of a small dead-end strip of land, bounded by exis ng proper es, for many years, 

that leads to nowhere, and becomes a burden to the community.  

It is also not prac cal in the sense that, to obtain land for a pathway through Block 6 requires that this parcel be split 

into two non-con guous parcels of land which severely affects future development poten al.  

To try and deliver a pathway that is prac cal from a land ownership sense would mean to realign the possible link to 

follow the exis ng property boundaries which would in affect create a pathway alignment that contains a zig zag 

bend midpoint crea ng numerous CPTED (Crime Preven on Through Environmental Design) concerns about safe 

use of the pathway. A pedestrian link of this configura on would have a high risk of making it unusable and 

completely ineffec ve because of surveillance and crime concerns. Producing a mid-sec on pathway that has no 

visibility from either roadways and creates blind corners and hiding spots would not comply with the ACT 

Government’s own standards. 

We look forward to the opportunity to address the Commi ee and we hereby give our permission to publish this 

submission on the commi ee’s website. 

Yours sincerely 

Dorothy Barclay  
Director  
Forrest Hotel and Apartments 




